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Abstract: Cloud Computing is evolving in sector of Information
Technology,although it has tremendous approach in terms of
providing storage facility,cost efficiency,using third party tools,
yet Security of data in clouds is point of concern,as data owner is
different than administrator of cloud and hence data outsourced
by data owner may be migrated or misued in clouds.In this paper,
Key Policy Time Specified Attribute Based Encryption
scheme(KPTSABE) is proposed to solve issue regarding data
Security in clouds with time impulsion on access of data.
Keywords—Security,Cloud Computing,Secure Self
Destructing,Fine grained Access Control,Sensitive Data

I. INTRODUCTION
With the enormous development of negotiable cloud
offerings,it is yet raising to vulnerable use of it. Because it is
not sustainable to provide complete life-cycle security, in
particular when we share sensitive information on cloud
servers.
The shared data in cloud servers, however, usually comprise
user’s vital information and needs to be well defended. As the
ownership of the data is aparted from the administration of
them, the cloud servers may move users data to other cloud
servers in outsourcing them in cloud searching. Therefore, it
becomes a big dispute to protect the secrecy of those shared
data in cloud, especially in cross cloud and big data
environment. In order to meet this challenge, it is essential to
design a encompassing solution to support user-defined
authorization period and to accomodate fine grained access

control during this period. The shared data should be selfdestructed after the data owner defined expiration time.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Following are the Existing System:
A. Attribute Based Encryption(ABE)[6]:
Technique used is Key-Policy Attribute Based
Encryption(KP-ABE). Based on traditional public key
encryption it achieves flexible one to many encryption. Due
to lack of time constraint it does not provide user defined
authorization period.
B. CP-ABE[5] :
Linear Secrete Sharing Scheme (LSSS). It provide access
structure while the private key contains a set of attributes.
Security proof was only construct under the generic group
model.
C. Vanish[10]:
Vanishing data object (VDO) ,Distributed Hash
Table(DHT) & It enables users to control over the lifecycle
of the sensitive data. Ciphertext is not destucted ,it does not
supporting for fine-grained access control
D. Secure self destructing Scheme For electronic data
(SSDD)[2]:
Technique used is Distributed Hash table(DHT),
Ciphertext is destucted and also key is destucted. Does not
provide user defined time intervals .
E. IBE-based Secure Self-destruction (ISS)[6]:
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Attribute Based Encryption Algorithm is used for
cryptography. Ciphertext is destucted And also it supports
for fine-grained access control. It does not provide full
lifecycle privacy protection and does not support userdefined time intervals.
F. Full lifecycle for Privacy Protection(FullPP) [6]:
Combine different cryptographic techniques with the DHT
network .Ciphertext is destucted by providing full lifecycle
privacy protection. It does not support accurate user-defined
time intervals.
III. CONTRIBUTION
We present a KP-TSABE scheme, that is a novel approach
to understand self-destructing scheme for data sharing in cloud
computing. We first introduce the need of KP-TSABE,
describe the model of KP-TSABE and give the security version
of it. Then,we prove that the KP-TSABE scheme is secure.
Specially, KP-TSABE has the following advantages with
respect to protection and fine-grained access control in
comparison to other comfortable self-destructing schemes.
1) KP-TSABE accompain the characteristic of user defined
authorization and ensures that the essential information cannot
be read earlier than its release time and after its expiration
time.
2) KP-TSABE does not require the convenient assumption of
“No attacks on VDO earlier than it expires”.
3) KP-TSABE is able to provide fine-grained access control
during the authorization duration and to destruct
data/information data owner specified expiration time without
any human interference.
4) KP-TSABE is approved to be secure below the usual
version by way of the usage of the l-bilinear DiffieHellman
assumption and elgamal algorithm.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1. System Architecture



Data Owner: Data owner can supply data or files that
contain some vital information, which are used for sharing








with his/her friends(datausers). All these shared data are
send to the cloud servers to data store.
Authority: It is an necessary entity which is liable for
creating, assigning and managing all the private keys, and
is trusted by all the other entities concer -ned with the
system.
Time Server:It is a time recommendation server without
any interaction with other entities involved in the system.
It is responsible for a exact deliver time specification.
Data Users:Data users are some people who passed the
identity validation and access to the data outsourced by the
data owner. The shared data can only be accessed by the
authorized users during its authorization period.
Cloud Servers:It contains almost limitless storage space
which is capable to store and manage all the data or files in
the system. Other entities with limited storage space can
store their data to the cloud servers.

V. MODEL OF KP-TSABE
The Key Policy-Time Specified Attribute Based Encryption
(KP-TSABE) scheme can be depicted as postulation of
following functions using Bilinear Diffie Hellman algorithm
for key exchange[6] and Elgamal algorithm, for encryption:
1. Setup(ƛ,U) : It takes input as security parameters and
attribute set , authority provide Master Secret Key (MSK)
and generate parameters as Output.
i.e
O={param,MSK}
where,
param={g1, g2,g3}
where ,
g1,g2, g3 are randomly selected parameters
MSK=, a
where , a generated using param
2. KeyGen(OKpri ,UKpri ): This function takes MSK
access tree as input and Generate owner’s and users private
,public and encryption Key.
i.e
OKpri is Owner private key
UKpri is Users private key
OKpub is Owner public key
UKpub is Users public key
Ek is encryption key
OKpri and UKpri are randomly selected.
h is primitive root or genrator.
g is prime number.
h=g^msk
OKpub = (g^OKpri) mod h
UKpub = (g^UKpri ) mod h
Ek = UKpub ^ (OKpri) mod h
O={OKpub,UKpub,Ek }
3. Encrypt(Ek,M) : The input to this function is encryption
key (Ek) and Message (M) using this input the owners
data/files is encrypted and then outsourced to cloud server.
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where,
M is message to be encrypted.
CT is ciphertext
CT= Ek :(M) mod h
O={CT}
Decrypt(CT,UKpri ):Input to this function is cipher text
i.e encrypted message and User private key,to Generate
decryption key i.e equal to encryption key & Using
decryption key data/file get decrypted.
i.e
Dk = OKpub^( UKpri) mod h
Dk should be equal to Ek
Dk .x mod h=1
x is number such that after computation answer is 1.
M=x.CT mod h
O={M}
Time(id,Ts ): where id is file id and Ts is time specified
by data owner, if tb < tc < te then T`= ts
where,
tb :start time specified by Owner
tc :current time of User
te :end time specified by Owner
T`: is time specified to User.
VI. SECURITY MODEL FOR KP-TSABE

destruction stored in cloud servers is efficient scheme to
provide fine grained access control to data Owner.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
It helps us to understand ,Key-Policy Time Specified Attribute
Based Encryption(KP-TSABE) approach for secure data self
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